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What are those of the known but to a

What are those of the known but to a
scend and enter the unknown

What are those of the known

B1.

k[n] - o wn [n] [a] [n] th[o]

B2.

What are those of the known but to as

B3.

What are those of the known but to as
poco rit. . A tempo

T1.

mf

\[ \text{close mouths gradually} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{but} & \quad \text{to ascend and enter} \\
\text{n} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

T2.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{but} & \quad \text{to ascend and enter the unknown} \\
\text{a} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

T3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{known but to ascend} & \quad \text{known} \\
\text{a} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

B1.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{known} & \quad \text{to ascend} & \quad \text{and enter} \\
\text{a} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

B2.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{What are those of the} & \quad \text{but to ascend} & \quad \text{and enter} \\
\text{n} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

B3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{What are those of the} & \quad \text{but to ascend} & \quad \text{and enter} \\
\text{n} & \\
\end{align*}
\]


What! What are those of life ______ What are those [n] ______ [n]-[o]____

What! What are those of the known What are those [n] ______ [n]-[o]____

(stagger breathing)

B1. [n] ______


What are those of the known but to ascend and enter the un
T1. and what are those of
T2. and what are those of
T3. and what are those of
B1. as [e]...
B2. [e]...
B3. What are those of life